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Photo illustration by Kenneth F. Raniere based on Dana Grubb photo.

The 14-story Rooney Building dominates the South Bethlehem Business District against the backdrop of South Mountain. December 2020.

This photo-illustration is an artist’s concept of South Bethlehem as it might appear in 2035.

The new South Bethlehem skyline

The Community Action Development Corp. of Bethlehem asked what the historic core of Southside Central Business District
should be like in 15 years. The main issue: 12 to 14-story buildings could dominate the District.
AT A ZOOM MEETING on Nov. 19, 2020,
members of the Bethlehem Planning and
Zoning Bureau asked what the Southside
Central Business District should be like in 15
years, what types of businesses and housing
should be encouraged, emphasis on historic
preservation or new construction, and what
height allowance for new buildings. Weeks
after the meeting, several other organizations asked similar questions at Zoom

meetings. On Feb. 22, 2021, members of
the Bethlehem Historic Conservation Commission (HCC) reviewed a presentation by
developers Clark & Quinn on their revised
13-story, 82-unit building on New St., which
also required the demolition of four existing
structures, the tallest at 3-stories. During an
open discussion, several guests supported
responsible development and affordable
housing for residents and students. Others

mentioned issues overlooked—the increase
of traffic and parking, and non-compliance
of height restrictions that keep new structures in scale within the existing Historic
Conservation District. Failures to enforce existing building heights, and cross-purposes by
city agencies and non-profits guarantee that
development in the South Bethlehem Business District may resemble the photo above—
perhaps sooner than later.
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The South Bethlehem Business District and the ‘vanished’ residential
neighborhood. Compare this c.1940 view to maps on pages 4 and 5.

Vanishing South Bethlehem

T

he third decade of the 21st century may prove to be anything
but a charm as South Bethlehem braces for the likelihood of
profound changes to its cityscape. This edition of Southern Exposure addresses an evolutionary transformation in neighborhoods around the Business District. Like any living organism,
the Southside conformed to
contemporary life by adapting to the needs of new challenges—at a price.
While Victorian architecture on Main St. is rarely
razed or replaced with contemporary structures, S. New
St. has already seen countless
structures razed, two contemporary buildings built
out of scale with its surroundings—and a third on
the drawing board (left).
When Lehigh University
Proposed 13-story building on New unveiled its Path to PromiSt. requires razing four structures.
nence, the university predicted an increase of its student body and student housing.
Knowing the speed of potential change on the Southside today, many wonder how city planning will proactively address
traffic congestion and parking issues. Meanwhile, developers
waste no time lining up with construction ideas of looming
chrome and glass buildings too large for their settings. HCC
guidelines protect existing structures from demolition and restrict new building heights that dwarf the existing cityscape.
Though SBHS is not a city agency that enforces building
codes or planning strategies—it does hope to be the conscience
behind City government to prevent the further vanishing of
South Bethlehem. —Kenneth F. Raniere
This 1921 photo (right) shows the north side of the 100-block on
E. 4th St. in South Bethlehem. Built in 1887, the former Brinker
Harness Shop (center building) dominates this side of the block
at three-stories tall and keeps within the scale of the neighborhood.
For a description of the block, see page 3.

From the President
Dear South Bethlehem Historical
Society Members and Friends,

I

t has been a long, hard winter for
many of us with snow that measured in “feet” this year!
Due to COVID restrictions and
safety precautions, our methods
of communication have drastically
changed from day-to-day. Though our
board did not meet in Feb., we have
monitored the rapid pace of development interest on the Southside.
While the Polk Street Garage
Project is on hold, other development
projects are slated for the Southside
which unfortunately may impact our
neighborhoods.
The Northside also sees an uptick
in new building projects outside the
historical district, including a 14-story
building planned on the site of the former the BOYD Theatre on Broad St.
As you read this newsletter, you
will discover a loss of buildings has
transformed the Southside.
What are your thoughts on new
development in Bethlehem—are
we ready to lose more of our unique
Southside neighborhoods or entire
city blocks in the designated historic
district? We can never get back vintage buildings once they’re gone.
We will continue to voice our concerns on the kind of thoughtful planning the Southside deserves. Let us
know your feelings through our website and Facebook postings.
As Spring turns into Summer,
we hope to offer both virtual and inperson events to help us celebrate
our local history and the importance
of preservation for future generations.
Please remember to renew your 2021
membership!
Sincerely,
Lou James, President
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Few Southside blocks are intact

ike the North Side of Bethlehem, the South Side has
a heritage of fine buildings.
However, most of these buildings date
from the late 1800s or early 1900s, and
demonstrate a greater proclivity for
ornamentation. This is particulary true
on Third St., which was the major retail street for Bethlehem.
In its heyday, Third Street was a
very fine example of individuality
within a generally accepted framework. The street was lined on both
sides by facades of individual
buildings which read as a unified wall.

Most of the buildings consist of two
residential stories with simple, doublehung windows with some ornamentation surrounding them. The repetition
of these windows created a rhythmic
line down the street, broken and punctuated by one-story buildings.
Today, both Third and Fourth Streets
suffer from a disregard for the character
of the urban building. The rhythm of the
street wall has changed—gaping holes
occur where structures used to be, the
view of E. Third St. below is an exception. The [central business district] area
is at a critical moment in its history. With

awareness and prudent direction, much
of its richness can be recaptured and
added to in a respectful way.
Builders [and developers] should
be educated on the nature of the
business district’s architecture and
encouraged to retain the characteristic
ornamentation which gives these
buildings their distinctive appearance.
There needs to be sensitivity to the
richness and architectural variety found
on the South Side before the heritage of
these structures is lost forever.
—Excerpts from a report to SBHS
by Architect Christine Ussler.

Pictured today, three-story buildings on East Third St. date back to the 1880s.

The 1912 Sanborn Fire
Insurance map shows
buildings on the north
side of the 100-block in
South Bethlehem.

Buildings in use
during the South
Bethlehem SemiCentennial, 1915.

Adam Brinker & Co.

Isidor Reiner Co.

Silverman’s Shoe Store

119 E. Third St.

125 E. Third St.

137 E. Third St.

Photos SBHS Archives

Adam Brinker
(1846-1928)
In 1867, Brinker organized his
harness shop—in 1887, Adam
Brinker & Co. was a lucrative
harness manufacture business at 119 E. Third St., the
largest in the Lehigh Valley.
His shop offered everything
used in connection with the
driving of horses.
Sanborn map shows the building in 1885.

Located on this site in 1911, this
Jewelry business began in 1899.

This corner building was razed—eleven of the original 13 buildings remain.
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n 1918, the unification of South Bethlehem with the City of Bethlehem
promised the former borough a bright
future by enforcement of common ordinances and benefits of city government.
In 1865, the founding of Lehigh University educated management who led
the production of zinc, iron and steel
industries. A century ago, you knew
you were from South Bethlehem when
you waited at railroad crossings while
passenger trains commuted to Philadel-

od vanish, P. 5.

rho
See this neighbo

E. Packer Ave.

South Bethlehem Business District 1918

phia, while countless coal cars to the coke
works seemed to go on forever. Bethlehem Steel workers crowded streets during shift changes, and immigrant families
from 67 nationalities brought diversity,
culture and faith that gave South Bethlehem its signature church steeples.
The Business District on New St.,
Third St. and Fourth St. bustled with
shoppers from the North side and South
side, packed retail stores and markets
for goods and services, and patronized

quaint Mom & Pop restaurants for
homemade ethnic meals. A thriving
seven-block residential neighborhood
(shown above as small houses on lots) included churches and schools, from
Fourth St. to Packer Ave. and Brodhead
Ave. to Webster St.
Benefits of city planning included
residential neighborhoods and commercial buildings in the Business District (shown as large rectangles) like many
American towns in the 20th century.
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n the years that followed WWII, population growth and prosperity during the
1950s coexisted with blight in city neighborhoods. Even so, South Bethlehem residents were not particularly thrilled with
housing solutions proposed by City Planners or the Redevelopment Authority.
As Bethlehem Steel sought efficiency
in a new Basic Oxygen Furnace to enhance
their profits in the 1960s, the City sided
with the Steel and acquired Northampton
Heights for the furnace site—just as ‘ur-
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South Bethlehem Business District 2021
ban renewal’ helped Lehigh University acquire its northern expansion, from Packer
Ave. to Morton St. that created the ‘vanished neighborhood.’ Residents displaced
from these demolished homes found housing in the new Litzenburger House on
the site occupied by the razed Bethlehem
Brewing Co., the Holy Infancy Parochial
School and Holy Infancy convent.
In 1975, city officials focused on the corner of New and Fourth Sts., a prime target
in the Business District for urban renewal

based on the Gruen Associates assessment
to raze the New Merchants Hotel—and unfortunately the removal of every building on
the entire city block to Adams St.
Built in 1979 for low-income residents,
the City approved the 14-story, 175-foot tall
Rooney Building that forever changed the
Southside skyline. The 6-story office building at New and Third Sts., and the parking
garage at Graham Place have greatly reduced the number of historic structures in
the South Bethlehem Business District.
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Immigrant women cigarmakers at the Bondy and Lederer Cigar factory, c.1912.
Nicotiana tabacum

The plant, Nicotiana tabacum,
received its name after the
French ambassador to Portugal,
Jean Nicot (1530–1600), who
became fond of this “pleasurable
smoking experience.”
In 1828, German researchers
analyzed the main chemical
ingredient of the tobacco leaf
and named it nicotine. At the end
of the 17th century, snuffing and
smoking pipes quickly expanded
across Europe. Cigars and the
first cigarettes were produced at
the beginning of the nineteenth
century.
Touted for its medicinal uses,
tobacco reduced hunger, eased
cold symptoms, overcame
fatigue and opened nasal passages. The dangers of tobacco
smoking were not known then.

The Craft of Making Cigars
Long leaves called ‘fillers’ are
cut from tobacco stems and
bundled lengthwise, then rolled
inside ‘binder’ leaves, which
keep the bundles together.
Finally, flawless tobacco
‘wrapper’ leaves tightly surround
the binder leaves and are
pressed into the familiar cigar
shape; ‘finished’ cigars are the
results of fermentation and
mingled flavors— characteristics
of ‘premium’ cigars.

I

Women at the helm of cigarmaking

n 1908, the first large industrial cigar
factory opened in South Bethlehem and
hired one hundred employees— mostly
women, of which 86.4 percent were foreign-born immigrants from Germany, Austria, Hungary, Slovenia, Poland and Italy.
Owners deliberately located their cigar
factories near large immigrant enclaves to
train inexperienced workers their method
of factory production.
Next to the cigar factory, the silk mill
was another industry that attracted
young and single women workers. In
1912, the Bureau of Labor reported seventy percent of women workers were under
the age of twenty-five, and only sixteen
percent were married.
In 1915, several cigar factories were located in Bethlehem, Allentown and Easton.
In the 1920s, the Lehigh Valley became part
of the ‘cigar belt’ between New York City
and Phila. In South Bethlehem, cigar factories included General, Bayuk, Consolidated, Bondy & Lederer, South Bethlehem
Cigar Factory, and United Manufacturers.
In 1943, Polk’s Bethlehem Directory listed
only one operating cigar factory—Efde Cigar Company at 415 E. 4th St.
Rather than earning an hourly wage, cigar workers were paid for each hand-made
cigar they produced. In the spring of 1919,
Bethlehem cigar workers demanded wage
increases and went on strike, their demands
spread to the rest of the Lehigh Valley cigar
factories. An estimated 4,000 workers on
strike marched in parades with slogans on
their banners: “We Ask a Working Wage”
and “America United We Stand.”
When the Cigar Makers’ International
Union arrived to organize striking work-

ers, Union officials informed them that cigar
prices had risen during the war, even though
their salaries had not. At the time, the Cigar
Makers’ International Union was only one of
two national unions that accepted women to
membership. Cigar factory owners blamed
the strikes on ‘Bolshevik leaders,’ but by fall
of 1919, they relented and increased the wages of workers to one dollar more an hour.
By 1920, the average worker earned $15
to $20 a week. Soon after WWI, cigar factories used mechanized cigar production that
replaced the cigar worker altogether. Eventually cigar production moved out of the
U.S. to the Caribbean and Central America,
while cigarettes grew in popularity and cornered the smokers’ market.
—Karen M. Samuels

Globe-Times. 1918
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During WWI, the flow of immigrant women
stopped and greatly affected the supply of
workers in cigar factories and silk mills. Higher
wages at Bethlehem Steel lured many women
to the steel mill. This opened the door for local
women of color to gain employment. While
African-American men were hired at the Steel,
newspapers did not report the hiring of black
women at the sprawling steel plant in 1917.
—Lehigh Valley Labor Council, AFL-CIO
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The is one of two
identical photos on a
sterescopic card that
portrays a study group
posed in different
positions in his studio.
Stuber used this
grouping to adjust
lighting and composition.
The circa 1870 photo
was taken in Frank
Stuber Studio,
54 Broad St., Bethlehem.

Frank L. Stuber
(1846-1923)
Yolanda Pacini Mohr Collection
SBHS Archives

A Photographer’s Legacy

B

ack in 1862, Frank L. Stuber, then 16, started his
career in the photography business while the famous
old dagurreotype was the latest fad in photography. In the
early 1920s, Stuber was at his
craft for 60 years and laid claim
as one of the oldest photographers in the country.
To crown his long service
as the man behind the camera
box, he invented a printing machine, and produced a process
by which a strait-faced subject
is seen smiling when the picture
was held to the light.
When Stuber started in photography, Kodaks, snapshots
and dry plates were unknown.
His first job was typical of the
work in those days—he was required to wrap a photographic
plate in a wet towel, run to the
scene to be photographed, have
the film exposed, wrap it in another wet towel, and dash back
to the studio before the plate
dried. At that time, the photographer could only make prints
on sunny days.
A person being ‘shot’ had to

sit perfectly still for 40 seconds.
The photographer also had to
be a chemist to mix his own developing compounds.
Stuber remembered snapping
President Chester Arthur, and
Lillian Russell when she was
a Broadway chorus girl. Magazines in the 1890s published
many of Stuber’s famous prints,
among them, ‘The Student,’
which won him a gold medal.
In 1922, the camera vet exclaimed, “I’ll be in the game for
another 10 years, and can still
teach the younger photographers a few tricks of the trade.”
Stuber had a photography
studio at 54 Broad St. in Bethlehem. He had one of the first
shops on the Southside located on E. Third St. near Adam
Brinker’s harness store. At the
turn of the 20th century, his studio was at 10 W. Third St.
Frank L. Stuber died on Nov.
21, 1923 at age 77. He was the
oldest photographer in the Lehigh Valley, and of the 60 years
in business, the better part was
spent in South Bethlehem.
—Kenneth F. Raniere

Courtesy Rune Torstenton

A 1902 studio photo of (l to r), Helen, Laura and Charles, children
of Swedish immigrants August and Selma Anderson. Frank
Stuber was one of the first to list his studio in the city directory at
10 W. Third St., walking distance from August Anderson’s house
at 453 Apple Alley in the ‘vanished neighborhood.’
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Over a century ago in South
Bethlehem, families bought fresh
produce from traveling grocers.
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